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JESTERS AND FOOLS THROUGH

THE AGES

A

Jasleen Kaur • 3^*^ year B.Sc. m Textile Science, Clothing & Fashion Studies student

When we think of clowns in the 21st century, we

typically think of colorfully dressed men in silly
wigs, white face-paint and big shoes, falling over
and doing tricks In a circus. This type of persona
is very much a part of the clowning tradition. The
act of clowning stretches back thousands of years
into the past, and clowns have been spotted in
many Incarnations over the years.

Jester or Clown in the Olden Days

Jesters were recruited to work for the king. They
entertained royalty by dancing, juggling, acting,
singing, and performing acrobatics. They became

the trusted confidants of the king and were

encouraged to speak the truth. Because they were

not a part of the political intrigue of the court and

were considered a fool and a king felt it was safe
to confide in a jester. Through using wit, jesters

persuaded a king to take actions to help his

subjects.

Clothing of Jesters, Fools and Clowns over the

Years

• Ancient Times - One on the earliest incarnations

of a clown character can be found in the courts of

the ancient Egyptians, where pygmy clowns from

Africa performed as jesters in the court of the

pharaoh. Ancient Greek clowns wore short and

wore grotesquely padded tunics and socks. Ancient

Rome had four well-known styles of clowns: sannio,
stupidus, scurra and moriones, who wore tunica,
a short woolen undergarment having short sleeves,
a huge mask and turbans.

•Medieval Times - The court

jesters appeared In the middle

ages and the following few

centuries. They were individuals

who made a living from
performing in royal courts. Their
heads were shaved. They wore
tight breeches with one leg
generally made in a different color.

The head was covered with a

garment resembling a monk's cowl, which fell over

the breast and shoulders. Some jesters wore a hat

depicting the ears of an ass; the ass's tall was then
added to his costume. The hoods, hats and long

pointed shoes consisted of exaggerated points with
a jingle bell at the end of each point.

• Modern Times • Clowns have been characterized

with colored wigs, outlandish waistcoats, hats,

giant ruffs around neck, stylistic makeup, oversized
shoes and typically a red nose.

Types of Clowns

• White Faced Clowns: They were considered

the 'most beautiful' of all clowns

and were referred to as modern

Pierrot. They wore one or two-

piece jump suits of white or

colored fancy material. The
tunics were straight, flared,

short, medium or long with the

long sleeves combined with

detachable collars. The pants

were straight, flared, ruffled, or

pantalooned or gathered at the

ankle. They wore a clown hat

befitted their character or personality (short or
tall cone hat, short cup or flat hats) and gloves in

contrasting color that covered their hands and

wrists. Ballet or dancing slippers were commonly

worn by them.



• Auguste Clown: The Auguste

clowns had the largest variety

of choices In terms of costume

design. They wore a jacket, coat

or vest of various sizes

(oversized, small or fitted). The

pants were short, long, or even

oversized. The costume can have

any type of prints such as solid

colors, stripes, piaids, polka dots

and checks. The costume colors

and patterns complemented the overall clown

appearance. The costume also complemented with

outlandish accessories, iike large or small ties,

bright vests, colorful socks, large or comical collars,

suspenders and many styles of comedy clown

shoes. Bright colored different style hats also

enhanced the Auguste clown character. White or

colored gloves were also worn.

• Hobo or Tramp

Clown: They

represented a

character, which had

spent many nights out

in the cold or hade

been traveling from
place to place. The

male character

usually wore a dark

suit or tuxedo with

numerous patches,

while the female

character worn worn-

out dresses usually

adorned with multiple
layers of rags. A

sloppy coat with

many pockets and a brightly

colored vest are also common. A

dark, battered hat, tattered shoes

and socks, and tie exaggerated

the character. Old gloves were

also worn.

• Character Clown: The type of

dress for the character clowns

was totally dependent upon the

character or occupation chosen such as fireman,

nurse, doctor, cowboy, storybook character,

policeman, sailor, small child, etc. Gloves were

optional.

Design Inspiration

Clowns fashion also inspired some designers.
Manish Arora took inspiration from the circus while

designing his collection for Spring Collection at the
India Fashion Week held in New Delhi in 2009. The

models had clown faces painted on and the colorful

and quirky collection included puffy, multicolored

shorts and beautifully decorated loose mini dresses,
a golden body-hugging night gown with ruffles
and a lovely train. All the models wore what looked

like knitted caps in this eccentric and colorful

collection.
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PET - A SYMBOL OF UNCONDITIONAL

LOVE AND LOYALTY
Kritika Agarwal - 3"* Year B.Sc. in Human Development student

ny animal that is domesticated or tamed and kept

as a favorite or treated with Indulgence or fondness

is called a pet. Throughout history, animals have

played a key role in human life. People have come

to depend on animals for food, clothing, and

transportation. At many times throughout history,
and in many cultures around the world, animals

have also been the focus of religious worship.

Although animals still maintain many of those

traditional uses around the world, the role of animals

in society has changed. In the last several hundred

years, there has been a massive increase in the

number of animals kept purely for companionship
and pleasure.

listener to the young child's babble. It fosters

greater family cohesion; when a pet Is acquired,
there is an initial increase in the frequency of
children's social interaction with their home. The

entire family might indulge into pet centered

activities.

Pets are valuable tools to educate children about

life events like (for example] birth and death of a

pet. Coping with such situations prepares a child

to cope with ̂  ̂
similar ones

lateron in life.1

Impact of Pet Keeping

■%>
• Pets and growing
children: Pets provide
a social support to
children who may not
have siblings or
friends. Having a pet
also provides
opportunities for
children to learn,
encourages a sense of

responsibility, caring
and communication. It
also

• Pets and
Youth: Pets
have a
number of
benefits for
the youth as
well. lt can bel
an emotionall
support, an
unconditional!
friend, a tool
to distract oneself, a tool to soothe oneself in hectic
or troubled times and act as a substitute to the
lost dear ones and finally as the driving force to
adopt a healthier lifestyle.

A

enhances cognitive
development as reported by
numerous scientists.

Attachment with a pet is
related to emotional
stability and positive
self-esteem. Children
owning pets feel more
empathy towards other
people.
confide In pets and not in
humans as pets make them feel
unconditionally accepted. Pet
ownership enhances language
acquisition and enhances verbal skills
in children as pets function as a patient



• Pets and Working Adults: Pet ownership can

become very difficult because of financial, physical,

transportation and housing restrictions for the

working adults. For example, when an individual

has to choose

between a career

defining meeting

and his/her ailing

pet, it becomes very

difficult. Individuals

often compensate

for poor

relationships with

humans by forming

stronger bonds with
their pets. Pets provide stimulation for contact

with new people. I.e. for the sake of the pet dog;
an individual might go for a walk in the park and
end up meeting new people and making new
friends. A sense of attachment develops with the
pet and hence when owners interact with them

or simply have them around, they experience

happiness and satisfaction during times of stress.
Pets act as social support and a companion. Adults

often recreate the relationships they had with their

caregivers when they were infants with their pets.

• Pets and Elderly: Pets act as a substitute or

solution to loss or lack of friends and/or family

members. Pets confer a role or identity to an

individual and this may be important for someone

whose life revolves around professional, spousal

or parental roles which may be lost as a result of

ageing.

Pets help in stress reduction, buffering aspects of

relationships as they become companion animals,

I.e. they assume special importance when key

losses (like death of spouse) arise and jeopardize

an individual's wellbeing. Motivating roles are often

played by animals such that the presence of the

pet or a need of the pet may motivate the pet

owner to do certain things that he/she did not do

ever before. Studies have reported changes in

lifestyle of the owner with the arrival of a pet in

the house.

Pets for the

Disabled: Pets act

as protectors or

deterrents against

intruders for

individuals with

disabilities like

visual impairment,

hearing

impairment,

cerebral palsy,

orthopedic

handicap etc. They

are often called 'assistance animals' or 'therapy

pets'. Guide dogs for the blind help the individual

move around without any trouble or fear of

meeting an accident. Trained pets help deaf people

in avoiding troubles like not hearing the horn of a

vehicle, not sensing a nearby fire, etc.

Pets indeed play an important part in the lives of

many individuals. Their love and loyalty is felt even

through the smallest of gestures. The unconditional

affection is more like a mutual feeling shared

between the pets and their owners, which need

not be very evident to a third person. The pet may
not show the affection by licking his owner to

express love and may not have to take a bullet to

prove loyalty, but it is a feeling felt and valued by
their owners. The owner experiences a sense of

belonging when his pet snake feels comfortable

in his arms and stretches out instead of coiling up.
Love and loyalty is also felt by the owner when

the dog does not eat unless his master serves his

food in spite of an unbearable hunger.
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FIRE SAFETY IS YOUR PERSONAL

RESPONSIBILITY
Simpal Lata - 3"* year B.Sc in Interior Designing student

he purpose of a fire safety approach towards a
building is to create a functional, efficient and
effective facility that should be provided to

prevent or reduce the

likelihood of a fire that may

result In death, injury, or

property damage. Fire

safety refers to

precautions that are

taken to prevent or

reduce the

likelihood of a fire

that may result in

death, injury, or

property damage, alert
those in a structure to the presence of an

uncontrolled fire in the event one occurs, better

enable those threatened by a fire to survive, or to

reduce the damage caused by a fire. Fire safety
measures include those that are planned during the

construction of a building or implemented in

structures that are already standing, and those that

are taught to occupants

of these include not exceeding the maximum

occupancy within any part of the building;

maintaining proper fire exits and proper

exit signage {e.g., exit signs that can

function in a power failure);

compliance with electrical codes to

prevent overheating and ignition from

electrical faults or problems such as

poor wire insulation or overloading

wiring, conductors, or other fixtures

with more electric current than they

are rated.

of the building.

Threats to fire safety are

referred to as fire

hazards. Afire hazard

may include a situation
that increases the

likelihood a fire that may

start or may impede

escape in the event the
fire occurs. The key

elements of a fire safety

policy include the

following:

• Building a facility in

accordance with the

version of the local

building code.

Maintaining a facility and

conducting oneself in

accordance with the

provisions of the fire

code. This is based on the

Fire prevention is becoming a

common place term as we hear more

and more cases of lethal fires in and around

us. The goal of fire prevention is to educate the

public to take precautions to prevent potentially

harmful fires and be educated about surviving

them, it is proactive method of reducing

emergencies and the damages that can be caused

by fire. The primary target audiences for fire

prevention include students, adults and senior

citizens.

FIRE SAFETY
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Fire prevention education can

take the form of videos,

pamphlets and banners.

A few ways of preparing one's

home against a fire is by installing
smoke alarms and sprinklers.

One must remember that even

a small spark can trigger a fire
and take the form of a raging fire
within a span of time. Before a

fire gets out of control, the fire

department must be notified.
The fire alarms and sprinklers

must be regularly serviced and
kept in working conditions.

Multiple fire extinguishers must

be kept handy and all members

of the family must know how to

use them.

occupants and operators

of the building being aware of the applicable

regulations and advice. Examples

Through fire safety measures
must be kept in mind during

construction of all buildings, yet

it is the personal responsibility of every individual
to be aware of fire safety and prevention measures.



FRONT AND FACADE DESIGNS
Jhelum Parekh - 3"" year B.Sc In Interior Designing student

'r»

facade is generally one exterior side of a building,

^usually, but not always, the front. The word comes
from the French language, literally meaning

'frontage' or 'face'.

In architecture, the r

facade of a building is

often the most

Important from a

design standpoint, as

it sets the tone for the

rest of the building.

Many facades are

historic, and local

zoning regulations or

other laws greatly

restrict or even forbid

their alteration. In

modern high-rise
buildings, the exterior walls are often suspended
from the concrete floor slabs. Examples include

curtain walls and precast concrete walls. The facade

can at times be required to have a fire-resistance

rating, for instance, if two buildings are very close
together, to lower the likelihood of fire spreading

■n from one building to
another.

In general, the facade
systems that are
suspended or attached to
the precast concrete slabs
are made from aluminium
(powder coated or
anodized) or stainless
steel. In recent years
more lavish materials
such as titanium have
sometimes been used,
but due to their higher

cost and susceptibility to panel edge staining, they
have not been popular. Whether rated or not, fire
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ALUMNI NITE, 2012
Swati Maheshwari - 3'^ year fl.Sc. in Human Development student

• he Alumni night was organised on the 27th
December, 2012 on the steamer, 'riviera'. it sailed
from Out Ram Police jetty at 6 p.m. A musical
programme was organised aboard for the

attendees. It was amazing to watch our beloved
Principal, Pradip sir, and other teachers perform
for us. Post the series of performances, the floor
was cleared and thrown open for dancing. It was

amazing to see the participation ofthe ex-students,
with batches from the 1980s to 2000s enjoying
themselves to the groovy music. Arrangements
were made for lip smacking high-tea and dinner
for the attendees. The steamer docked back on
the port at 10:30 p.m. It was an evening which
would be deeply cherished by all the attendees
for the fun, frolic and merriment it entailed.

ALUMNI HOLI MEET
Ayushi Agarwal - 3rd year B.Com (Sec D] student

r^:
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J.D. Biria Institute celebrated Hoii, a festival of

colors and love, with great enthusiasm. Students
and faculty members participated in the event
with full zest and fervor which made the festival

more exuberant and vivid. The members of the

Alumni Association had taken the initiative to

organize this wonderful event.

Holl is a celebration of the triumph of good over
evil, a carnival of colors, a tradition of ancient
spring rites, and is a community festival that bridges
social gap. The evening started off with alumni
members playing hoii with their batch mates. It
was really exciting to see former students playing
hoii with so much fun as they were happy to see
their old friends on this festive time. Colours were
chosen by the Alumni Association - red, green and
pink the selected ones, 'Go green' being an
important message, the Alumni Association of the
Institute was particular about choosing it. Pink,
conveying love was significant.

A live Rajasthan Folk Music performance was also
a,.part of the celebration. Ex-students tapped their
feet to the music. A high point of the evening was
lerving chaat, pakoras, kulfi and of course thandai
to all revellers. This was much appreciated by all.
The highlight of the function was a live performance
of Rajathani folk music and a rousing performance

by students to the popular upbeat song "Are ja re
hat natkat". The entire experience was incredible,
not only was the performance very lively and
performers vivacious, but the response of the
crowd was entailing. As the dance program ended
girls rushed to the mehendi and tattoo stall to

decorated their palms. The program ended with
lip smacking chatta, thandai and kulfi. Students
also excitedly participated in tarot card reading.
There was continuous flow of upbeat of music. All
In all, ft was a great time and a life time experience.



FIELD VISITS

Our First Field Trip - International
Exhibition On Food Technology
Kolkata's is a city with diverse food culture. Everybody loves

food I For us it was a dream come true to see how these

scrumptious bites are made. On the 7th of September 2012,

i

1

the first and third year students of the department visited

the 11th International Food Technology Exhibition held at

Milan Mela. Companies from all over India has put up stalls

and displayed innovative ways of convenient cooking. From

different kinds of bread, biscuits and cookies to sweet corn

and chocolate were displayed. Not only did we taste these

'yummy' treats, we also learnt the process of manufacturing

them through the use of efficient and easy-to-use machines.
We saw in amazement different types of ovens and freezers

including a machine for quick potato peeling! We observed

packaging of chips and sealing of fresh food. It was amazing

to see the working of simple equipments that could make

life so simple for all of us.

Our queries were satisfied by the food technologists present
at the exhibition, who attended to our innumerable questions.

There was so much more to learnlThis field trip was very

educational; we could Identify and relate to what was taught

In the classrooms at the college. We would like to thank our

faculty for organizing this field trip. All in all, it was a wonderful

experience!

Ishita Biswas- l*year B.Sc. in Food Science &. Nutrition Management
student

Visit to the 4th Clinic Nutrition Update 2012 KV.iC

The 4th Clinical Nutrition Update, 2012 was organized by

the Dietetics Department of Apollo Gleneagles Hospital,

Kolkata on 24th and 25th of November, 2012 at Silver
Spring Club, Kolkata. We all with our juniors and students

from 2nd year M.Sc and 3rd year B.Sc attended the two

day conference.

Dr. Rupali Basu, the Chief Executive Officer at Apollo
Gleneagles Hospital, addressed the conference. Doctors

& dieticians from across the country shared their
knowledge and discussed specific case studies dealing
with Important physiological disorders and diseases and
spoke on the dietary Interventions required. The topics
discussed were informative and dealt with the recent

advances In specialized areas of clinical nutrition. At the

event, we also had the opportunity to understand the
use of various nutritional supplements commonly used
In clinical practices through the visit to various stalls put
up in the conference room.

I was very excited to participate in the Nutria-Quiz
organized during the event. The most memorable part of

the conference was when I won the third prize, competing

with dietitians and nutritionists from across the country!

Debalina Kundu - Post-graduate Diploma In Dietetics & Applied
Nutrition student
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A Trip to Remember - Human Development Department

We the students of 3rd Year, B.Sc in Human Development, on the 1st of November, 2012, took a flight from Netaji Subhash
Chandra Bose international Airport, to Jaipur. We checked into our hotel In Polo Victory Palace.

The next day we visited the Disha Foundation, a
school for the special children. Be it the
infrastructure, the teachers or the children, the
warmth of the people and the lively atmosphere
at the institute, was way beyond what we had
expected. We observed a special bond between the
teachers and the children. The very same day, we
visited another place called Aravali, where we learnt
that th&drganization has been making extensive
effort towards human capacity building for medium
and small scale NGOs. We then visited the City
Palace, whose beauty, intricate paintings and
architecture was worth seeing. Later in the day, we
shopped at the ̂ mous iaveri Bazaar.
Bhagwan Mahavir Viklang Sahayata Samiti (BMVSS),
more commonly known as Jaipur Foot, we not only

"■'Dib

saw the making of an entire foot, but also how it is custom
fitted for each patient. The next visit to Akshaypatra was
truly an enriching experience, where mid-day meai was
prepared and distributed to over 1.5 lakh children. There
we learnt how mid-day meals played an important role in
attracting young students to the classroom on a regular basis.
At Chokhidhani, we got the true essence of the culture and
flavor of Rajasthan.
On 3rd November, we visited the magnificent Amber Fort,
where we were given a firsthand description of how iife was
for the Maharajas, years back. From their rooms, to their
courtyards and balconies, we saw it all. We then headed to
the railway station, to take the Shatabdi train to New Delhi.
On our first morning at Delhi, we went to Amarjyoti, where
we witnessed Integratlve education. The "integrative" dance
practice that we saw was something truly special. We had
an educative game session with the children, which we really
enjoyed. We also ate at their canteen and the food was
finger-licking and so were the cookies that the children of

the N60 made. From there we went for shopping to Janpat and had an amazing time bargaining for clothes, shoes and
jewelry. We then went to Purana Quila to watch the light and sound show, named "Ishq-e-dilli", a short film about the various
emperors who ruled Delhi.
On the 5th of December we visited the Mukti
Ashram of Bachpan Bachao Adolan (BBA) located
at the outskirts of Delhi. Here we interacted with
many children who had been rescued from the
clutches of child labour and violence. Naz
Foundation was our next stop. Here the HIV+
children are taken care of and are provided with
medication and schooling apart from love, care
and affection. We then went to Sarojini Nagar for
more shopping and relishing the lip smacking
cheats.

On our last day of the trip, we visited the Centre
for Social Research (CSR), which carried out
extensive field work with an objective to eradicate
violence. The counselor present at the organization
shared with us various stories of the actual
incidents that she has encountered herself. Through this we realized whatever we just read in the newspapers is a reality.
We saw bought various products like calendars, candles etc., made by special children, From here we headed to the railway
station, to board the Sealdah-Rajdhani Express back to Calcutta, bringing an end to our trip.
The trip of six days was almost like a life changing event for all of us. We were exposed to a variety of NGOs dealing with
varied and very relevant social Issues. The trip made us realize that the NGO based schools in our country have advanced
and have attained milestones. This exposure encouraged and humbled us. We are really thankful to our teachers for organizing
the trip for us and making it both educative and fun filled, one that we will cherish In the years to come.
Anuja Bhojnagarwata and Medha Bhattacharya - 3"' year B.Sc In Human Development students



Educational Excursion to Jaipur- Delhi - Interior Designing Department
Our educational excursion was conducted from 2nd to 7th November, 2012 and we visited New Delhi and Jaipur .Our journey
started with a visit to the Arch academy. At Jaipur, we saw block printing atShilpi, production of fabrics at BSL Ltd and phad
painting at Bhilwara. We visited city palace, amber fort, chlttorfort as a part of our local sightseeing. We also visited Amarjyoti
School, Duratuf Glass Making Factory and the Akshardham Temple during the excursion.

The educational excursion was very fruitful as

we got to learn a lot of things, along with the
necessary exposure and experience required.

With the starting of the trip we were made
aware of the different types of printing and

weaving of fabrics & also the

materials which can be used in the interior

spaces as furnishing materials (bedcovers,
curtains etc).

We were exposed on one hand to the ancient
architecture and the heritage of our country;
while on the other we saw the spectacular

architecture of the 21st century, the
Akshardham temple. Its magnificent scale,
beauty of the landscape and the Intricate
carving left us spell bound. It is a marvelous
example of architecture and design that was
built In a record span of Just five years. The

temple had enormous green land all around it. The landscaping added a sense of peace and relaxation to the minds of the
people visiting the temple. The temple has a theatre, Neeikanth Kalyan Yatra that houses Delhi's first and only large format
screen. The theatre shows a movie specially
commissioned on the journey made by
Swaminarayan during his teenage days across the
length and breathe of India.

Along with the architecture and various monuments
of our country we were also made aware of the
different materials like use of mirrors on the ceiling
(Sheesh Mahal, Chlttor Fort Jaipur) which tells us
about the designing knowledge and the creativity
applied In the past. We not only observed the
architectural distinctiveness of the monuments, but

also noted the unique use of some materials that
made these monuments exotic; for example the use
of mirrors on the celling and walls of Sheesh Mahal
at the Amber Fort, or the use of limestone and
sandstone at the Chlttor Fort. We learnt about the

different architectural techniques like, the location
and orientation of different rooms for the king and
queens in various seasons; the summer rooms were

provided with the husk curtains on the windows

above which there was a perforated pipe that sprayed water on the husk which cooled the hot air passing through it.
The most knowledgeable exposure of the entire trip was the visit to "Amar JyotI", an academy for the differently abled children.
Here we got an opportunity to understand the designing and constructional requirement for such a challenging environment.
The school caters to all the needs of the children keeping in mind the disabilities of each for example the provision of a ramp
along with the staircase. The classes had the necessary facilities like a globe in Braille for vision Impaired children. The classroom
furniture was designed according to the needs and requirements of the special children. The toilets were spacious to accommodate
students on wheelchair and even handrails were provided on the either side of the water closet for necessary support and
balance. The path and ways were properly demarcated with sign boards. We could see the practical application of "tactile and
guiding blocks" wherever possible In the campus.

The visit enlightened us with the idea of old and futuristic application of the techniques used in our country.

Students - 3"" year B.Sc In Interior Designing























OUTGOING BATCH OF STUDENTS, 2012-1-13

UG Department of Food Science & Nutrition Management

Post Graduate Diploma In Dietetics & Applied Nutrition



PUTGOING BATCH OF STUDENTS, 2012-13

M.Sc in Home Science (Food & Nutrition Section)

M.Sc in Home Science (Human Development Section) tn
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M.Sc in Home Science (Resource Management Section)
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